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Note:
This map shows areas of potential electric generation from wind energy. It includes areas with good access to wind energy resources, where there is a high potential for economic development. Areas shaded in green, dark green, and orange are prime wind locations, while areas shaded in blue and green are raw potential locations. Areas shaded in orange or brown with constraints are prime wind with constraints. Areas shaded in brown are prime wind within 1 mile of 3 phase transmission lines. Areas shaded in orange with constraints are prime wind with constraints within 1 mile of 3 phase transmission lines. Areas shaded in brown with constraints are prime wind within 1 mile of 3 phase transmission lines with constraints. Areas shaded in orange with constraints are prime wind with constraints within 1 mile of 3 phase transmission lines with constraints. Areas shaded in brown with constraints are prime wind within 1 mile of 3 phase transmission lines with constraints and constraints are present.